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(54) METHOD FOR SUPPLYING AIR INTO A SPRAY BOOTH (EMBODIMENTS) AND A VENTILATION 
UNIT FOR IMPLEMENTING THE METHOD (EMBODIMENTS)

(57) Presented are the method of paint booth air
feeding to paint with liquid paints (variants) and an air
supply unit to realize the method (variants). Said group
of innovations consists of two innovations to the method
and three innovations to the installation to realize the
methods. In the method (variant 1), a closed air stream
is created inside the painting booth and air supply unit,
after passing the painting zone it is divided into two
streams, the first stream returning to the painting booth,
while the second stream, containing flammable liquid va-
pors, is extracted to atmosphere. Simultaneously, some
additional air is taken from atmosphere, mixed with return
air and supplied to the paint booth painting zone. In the
method (variant 2) a closed air stream is created inside
the painting booth and air supply unit, and, after passing
through the painting zone, is mixed with some additional
fresh air and then divided into two streams, the first re-
turning to the painting booth, while the second stream
containing flammable liquid vapors, is extracted to at-
mosphere. The painting booth with separated units of the
air supply unit (variants 1 and 2) is intended to realize
the method according to claim 1 (Figs. 1 and 4). The
painting booth with connected units of the air supply unit
(variants 1 and 2) is intended to realize the method ac-
cording to claim 1 (Figs. 2 and 3). The paint booth with
air supply unit (variant 3) is intended to realize the method
according to claim 2 (Fig. 5). A better performance and
improved ecological properties are the immediate tech-
nical results of the innovations proposed.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] This invention relates to industrial manufactur-
ing and is intended for painting and curing objects, e.g.
cars after bodyshop repair, when liquid paints are
sprayed on.

Background Art

[0002] Modern technologies of painting objects with
liquid paints need air to be blown through the painting
booth body by means of Air Supply Units, hereinafter
referred to as ASU, to solve several technical tasks,
namely:

A) to create a laminar air stream in the painting area
with a velocity fast enough to evacuate the paint par-
ticle aerosole formed when spraying. The modern
requirements for air stream velocity are 20-30
cm/sec, which is fast enough for high quality painting
of, for example, car’s body;
B) to evacuate vapors of Easy Flammable Liquids,
hereinafter referred to as EFL, to a safe level (0,1-0,5
of Low Concentration Limit of Fire Propagation, or
Low Explosive Limit, hereinafter referred to as LEL).

[0003] At present, one- or two-air fan ASUs are used
[1, 2] comprising either an intake or an extract fan (a
group of fans blocked), or both an intake and an extract
fan (groups of fans) simultaneously which supply air into
the painting zone (the painting booth body) in the "Paint"
mode and/or extract it from the painting zone. Moreover,
these devices simultaneously solve the above-men-
tioned tasks in the same air stream, i.e. an air stream
sufficient to solve task A is fed from atmosphere through
the painting zone during the painting process, task B be-
ing solved automatically because of a significantly higher
air change than is necessary.
[0004] The above technological solutions are very sim-
ple because of a one-way air stream feed into the working
area. Yet, this leads to an excessive consumption of fresh
air and energy. Besides, many dispersed dry paint par-
ticles with a high content of toxic components combined
with solvent vapors are emitted into atmosphere, and
these emissions are strictly limited by ecological laws in
most countries. Elimination of these contaminants from
a significant air volume by means of filtration, sorption or
burning requires bulky and expensive installations.
[0005] The technological task is therefore to improve
the ASU operation in the "Paint" mode in order to de-
crease the energy costs for air which is supplied to and
discharged from the painting zone, as well as it’s treat-
ment and subsequent ecological cleaning. The "Baking"
mode is similar in all ASUs mentioned and is therefore
not considered.
[0006] A car painting system and method are known,

which comprise a number of consecutively installed
painting booths, so that air is supplied from the first booth
to the second, then third etc, until LEL is reached, with
subsequent cleaning and/or extraction to atmosphere.
The above painting system comprises several ASUs,
fans, particle separator units, air valves etc. according to
the number of painting booths in the system (see patent
US3807291).
[0007] This method cannot be applied to a single object
painting, a car or its parts after repair, in particular, and
is intended for use in a number of automatic (or semiau-
tomatic) painting booths in conveyor manufacturing lines.
[0008] There exists a method to feed air into a convey-
or installation and a painting booth for this method which
involves separation of the painting booth into a number
of consecutive partitions when air into/from each partition
is fed by separate fans through separate particle cleaners
and the burning of EFL vapor follows the exit from the
last partition (see patent US4587927).
[0009] Said method can only be used in conveyor au-
tomatic painting lines, and the conveyor painting booth
is very complicated and not cost-effective, as it requires
a great number of fans, particle cleaners, air valves etc.
according to the number of partitions inside the painting
booth.
[0010] The existing inventions require a significant vol-
ume of fresh air, which is equivalent to the standard way
of paint booth air feeding (more than 20000 cubic meters
per hour, as a rule). Solution of the task, i.e. more eco-
nomical energy consumption in this group of innovations
is based on the principle that when air is routed from one
consecutive zone of the painting booth to the next, we
use air that has already been heated in the previous zone,
the energy consumption being thus lowered, but the air
is still routed one-way and not returned to the previous
zone, which means that the total amount of air volume
has to be cleaned before being discharged to atmos-
phere after the last paint booth in the sequence, which
still requires bulky and expensive systems of EFL vapor
utilization.
[0011] Said methods and installations are used in con-
veyor painting lines, where the manufacturing volume is
considerable and the technological process does not in-
volve human labor. They are economically ineffective,
however, for painting single objects on a small scale as
well as for bodyshop repair, in absence of conveyor and
when human presence in the painting booth is necessary.
The bodyshop repair, for instance, involves painting of
an immobilized car, and only one painting booth is usually
available.
[0012] A painting booth for spray coating and a circu-
lation system for the working area, and the method of air
supply to paint booth (publication number WO 98/2808
of 02.07.1998 under PCT application PCT/CH 97/00468
of 15.12.1997), are much closer, in principle, to the meth-
od and installation proposed to realize the method .
[0013] Said method uses ASU to supply air from and
discharge it back to atmosphere.
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[0014] Said spray coating painting booth and circula-
tion system for the working area include ASU to supply
to and extract air from the booth. ASU comprises return
air treatment and intake units connected together, as well
as air ducts, an air regulation unit, hereinafter referred to
as ARU, to extract air, ARU to feed air, recirculation and
intake fans.
[0015] Said method and installation are not very relia-
ble due to their complexity because the painting booth’s
working area, to realize the above method, has to be
divided into multiple zones, namely: a paintwork zone,
extraction zones and used air recirculation zone(s) com-
bined with air stream regulation and/or stop air devices
with their control units, fresh air feeding zone with sepa-
rate stream regulation and/or stop air devices with their
control units, up to 12 devices in all, let alone filters, light
devices, a complicated installation to mechanically move
objects being painted on the working area floor and ASU
which is divided into sections to separately supply fresh
and return air into the booth and extract it.
[0016] Exploitation of the above-mentioned painting
booth and ASU is complicated because it is necessary
to control/operate numerous air valves, which distracts
the staff from the paint process and increases the time
of fresh paint layer exposition to air stream before curing,
which increases a possible deposition on the fresh paint-
ed surface. Different air supply zones in the booth’s body
and, consequently, different air flow volumes, also lead
to a number of negative effects, in particular:

1) Low fire safety because of EFL accumulation in
the main ASU volume and paint booth’s body in the
absence of fresh air feeding to those zones.
2) Formation of boundary turbulent air flows between
fresh and recirculated air streams because of their
different velocities, which leads to paint dispersed
particles flying inside the booth and their subsequent
potential deposition on the fresh painted surface.

Summary of the invention.

[0017] The technical effect of the group of innovations
proposed is improved performance due to a simplified
air feeding into the working zone and a simplified ASU
design, as well as a higher quality of the painting surface
because a uniform (laminar) air flow over the whole area
of the painting booth is provided, which allows both the
whole of the car (or any other bulky object) and its sep-
arate parts to be painted.
[0018] Said technical effect, in part of the method, is
achieved (according to variant 1) by the method of paint
booth air feeding characterized in that fresh air is fed
from and extracted into atmosphere by means of ASU,
thereby creating a closed air stream in the painting booth
and ASU, whereupon said stream is divided into two after
passing the painting zone, the first stream returning to
the painting booth either with or without filtering, while
the second flow with EFL vapors is extracted to atmos-

phere, simultaneously an additional fresh air intake is
provided from atmosphere, mixed with return air and sup-
plied into the painting zone.
[0019] Besides, the second flow with EFL vapors is
either cleaned of EFL vapors by sorption or burning or is
directly extracted to atmosphere.
[0020] Said technical effect, in part of the method, is
achieved (according to variant 2) by the method of paint
booth air feeding characterized in that fresh air is fed
from and extracted into atmosphere by means of ASU,
thereby creating a closed air stream in the painting booth
and ASU, whereupon said stream, after passing the
painting zone, is mixed with additional fresh air taken
from atmosphere, and is then divided into two streams,
the first being fed to the painting booth either with or with-
out filtering, while the second stream with EFL vapors is
extracted to atmosphere.
[0021] Besides, the second stream with EFL vapors is
either cleaned of EFL vapors by sorption or burning or is
directly extracted to atmosphere.
[0022] Said technical result is achieved, in part of the
device, due to the fact that ASU for air supply and ex-
traction from the booth (variant 1) comprising a return air
treatment unit and an intake unit connected, as well as
air ducts, ARU to extract air, ARU to take in fresh air,
recirculation and intake fans, has been engineered with
return air and fresh air stream mixing zone connected
with the painting booth and located either inside the paint-
ing booth between the return air treatment unit and intake
unit, or above the return air treatment and intake air units.
[0023] Said technical result is achieved, in part of the
device, due to the fact that ASU for air supply and ex-
traction from the booth (variant 2) comprising a return air
treatment unit and an intake unit connected with each
other, as well as air ducts, ARU to extract air, ARU to
take in fresh air, recirculation and intake fans, has been
engineered with return air and fresh air stream mixing
zone connected with the painting booth and located ei-
ther inside the painting booth between the return air treat-
ment unit and intake unit, or above the return air treatment
and intake air units, and a partition to divide the return
air treatment unit’s internal volume into zones fitted in
the return air treatment unit and constructed as two con-
nected parts, the lower part being made air proof and the
upper having holes for return air.
[0024] Besides, according to variant 2, the partition to
divide the internal volume of return air treatment unit into
zones in ASU for air supply and extraction from the booth
creates a suction zone, a pressure zone and either a
cleaning or a recirculation zone connected with the air
stream mixing zone.
[0025] Said technical result is achieved, in part of the
device (according to variant 3), due to the fact that ASU
for air supply and extraction from the booth containing a
return air treatment unit connected with the intake unit,
air ducts, ARU to extract air, ARU to take in fresh air as
well as a recirculation fan, has been engineered with a
return air and fresh air stream mixing zone located inside
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the return air treatment unit and a partition to divide the
return air treatment unit’s internal volume into zones
which is placed in the return air treatment unit and made
up of two connected parts, the lower being air proof and
the upper having holes for return air.
[0026] Besides, according to variant 3, the partition to
divide the internal volume of return air treatment unit into
zones in ASU for air supply and extraction from the booth
creates an air stream suction and mixing zone connected
with the intake air unit, a pressure zone, and a zone of
either cleaning or recirculation connected with the paint-
ing booth. ASU is supplied with a by-pass ARU placed
in the intake unit.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0027]

Fig. 1 is a painting booth with ASU having two groups
of fans and separated units, general view, variant 1.
Fig. 2 is a painting booth with ASU having two groups
of fans and combined units, general view, variant 1.
Fig. 3 is a painting booth with ASU having two groups
of fans and combined units, general view, variant 2.
Fig. 4 is a painting booth with ASU having two groups
of fans and separated units, general view, variant 2.
Fig. 5 is a painting booth with ASU having one group
of fans, general view, variant 3.

Description of Embodiments.

[0028] The painting booth with separated units of ASU
(Variants 1 and 2 of the method according to Claim 1,
Figs. 1 and 4) comprises body 1 with filters 2. Filters 2
divide the painting booth into three zones: zone 3 to mix
streams of return (recirculated) air and fresh atmosphere
air, zone 4 to paint objects (working zone) where the
mixed air stream is supplied from zone 3, and zone 5 to
extract used air contaminated with EFL vapors and
paint’s residue particles. Body 1 of the painting booth is
connected by means of supply ducts 6 and extract ducts
7 with ASU which consists of two main units: unit 8 for
return air treatment and intake unit 9.
[0029] The painting booth with combined units of ASU
(Variants 1 and 2 of the method according to Claim 1,
Figs. 2 and 3) comprises body 1 with filters 2. Filters 2
divide the painting booth into three zones: zone 20 to
supply air, zone 4 to paint objects (working zone), and
zone 5 to extract used air contaminated with EFL vapors
and paint’s residue particles. Body 1 of the painting booth
is connected by means of supply duct 6 and extract duct
7 with ASU which consists of two main units: unit 8 for
return air treatment and intake unit 9.
[0030] Unit 8 of ASU (Variant 1 of the method accord-
ing to Claim 1, Figs. 1 and 2) comprises recirculation fan
10 which creates a closed air stream as well as pressure
zone 11 designed to divide used air into two streams, the
first returning to the painting zone and creating a closed

air stream inside the painting booth and ASU, while the
second (with EFL vapors) is extracted to atmosphere by
means of ARU 12.
[0031] Intake unit 9 comprises intake fan 13 which di-
vides the internal volume of unit 9 into zone 14 respon-
sible for suction and cleaning the fresh air with filters 15
and pressure zone 16, air heater unit 17 being placed
either in pressure zone 16 or in suction and cleaning zone
14. Intake unit 9 consists of ARU 18, which provides for
the required volume of fresh air. ARU 18 and 12 are co-
ordinated to maintain the necessary air pressure inside
body 1 of the painting booth.
[0032] Unit 8 of ASU (Variant 2 of the method accord-
ing to Claim 1, Figs. 3 and 4) comprises recirculation fan
10 to create a closed air stream and partition 21 which
divides the internal volume of unit 8 into three zones:
suction zone 22, pressure zone 11 and zone 23 to clean
or recirculate return air, and zone 3 to mix air streams,
connected with the painting booth by means of supply
air duct 6. Pressure zone 11 is intended to divide the
used air into streams, the first returning to the painting
zone which creates a closed air stream inside the painting
booth and ASU while the second stream (with EFL va-
pors) is extracted to atmosphere by means of ARU 12.
[0033] Partition 21 consists of two parts, the lower be-
ing air proof, the upper having holes for air which goes
from pressure zone 11 to cleaning of return air zone 23
where return air is cleaned by filters 24. Filters 24 may
be fitted either at the boundary between zones 11 and
23 into the holes of partition 21 or into supply air duct 6,
zones 11 and 23 becoming one zone in this case.
[0034] Zone 23, where return air is cleaned, is con-
nected with air stream mixing zone 3, the latter being
connected with intake unit 9 comprising intake fan 13
which divides unit 9 into zone 14, where fresh air is
sucked and cleaned by filters 15, and pressure zone 16,
with air heater unit 17 being placed either in pressure
zone 16 or in suction and cleaning zone 14.
[0035] Intake unit 9 also comprises ARU 18 which sup-
plies the required volume of fresh air. ARU 18 and 12 are
coordinated to maintain the required air pressure inside
body 1 of the painting booth.
[0036] ASU (Variants 1 and 2) can work either in the
"Paint" or "Baking" mode. By-pass ARU 19 is fitted either
in suction zone 22 of unit 8 (Fig. 3) or in suction zone 14
of unit 9 (Figs. 1, 2 and 4) to operate in the "Baking" mode.
[0037] The painting booth (Variant 3 to realize the
method according to Claim 2) comprises body 1 with fil-
ters 2. Filters 2 divide the painting booth into three zones:
zone 20 to supply air, zone 4 to paint objects (working
zone), and zone 5 to extract used air contaminated with
EFL vapors and paint’s residue particles. Body 1 of the
painting booth is connected by means of supply duct 6
and extract duct 7 with ASU which consists of two main
units: unit 8 for return air treatment and intake unit 9.
[0038] Unit 8 of ASU comprises recirculation fan 10 to
create a closed air stream and, simultaneously, to suck
in fresh air, partition 21 which divides the internal volume
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of unit 8 into three zones: zone 3 to mix the air streams,
pressure zone 11 and zone 23 to clean or recirculate
return air. Zone 3 is intended to mix streams of used and
fresh air, while pressure zone 11 is intended to divide air
into two streams, the first returning to the painting zone
which creates a closed air stream inside the painting
booth and ASU, the second stream with EFL vapors be-
ing extracted to atmosphere by ARU 12.
[0039] ARU 25 is fitted into zone 3 to regulate (together
with ARU 18 at the intake of unit 9) the proportion of used
and fresh air streams supplied by the fan. Partition 21
consists of two parts: the lower is air proof, while the
upper is made with holes for air coming from pressure
zone 11 to return air cleaning zone 23 where the return
air is cleaned by filters 24. Filters 24 can be placed either
at the boundary between zones 11 and 23 in the holes
of partition 21 or in supply air duct 6, or combined with
filters 2 in the supply air zone, zones 11 and 23 being
coupled in this case.
[0040] Zone 3 is connected with intake unit 9 compris-
ing filters 15 and heater unit 17.
[0041] ARU 18 and 12 are coordinated to maintain the
required air pressure inside body 1 of the painting booth.
[0042] ASU can be operated either in the "Paint" or
"Baking" mode. By-pass ARU 19 is provided in fresh air
intake unit 9 before heater unit 17 to operate in the "Bak-
ing" mode.

Modes for Carrying out the Invention.

[0043] The method of paint booth air feeding to paint
with liquid paints (variant 1) can be realized as follows.
[0044] To work in the "Paint" mode, the object to be
painted is placed in body 1 of the paint booth (zone 4).
Both recirculation 10 and intake 13 fans start working
simultaneously when ASU is turned on. Some finely dis-
persed paint particles and EFL vapors, which are trapped
in the air stream, are formed in zone 4 when the object
is painted. The air stream, due to negative pressure cre-
ated by fan 10, goes through bottom filters 2 of the booth’s
body, where paint particles are partially arrested, and
then part of the air stream containing EFL vapors and
finely dispersed dry paint particles is extracted through
ARU 12 to be cleaned and/or exhausted to atmosphere,
but the main air stream goes to mix with fresh external
air supplied by the intake fan into zone 3, which leads to
a decreased EFL vapor concentration and further remov-
al of dust and paint in upper filters 2 of the booth’s body.
After the filters, the uniform mixed air stream is again
supplied to the whole area of working zone 4.
[0045] The second stream containing EFL vapors is
either cleaned of EFL vapors by sorption or burning, or
is directly exhausted to atmosphere.
[0046] The method of paint booth air feeding to paint
with liquid paints (variant 2) is realized as follows.
[0047] To work in the "Paint" mode, the object to be
painted is placed in body 1 of the paint booth (zone 4).
Fan 10 creates negative pressure in zone 3, which leads

to suction of fresh air from atmosphere. This air is cleaned
of dust in filter 15 and then goes through heater unit 17
to stream mixing zone 3. The volume of fresh air intake
is determined by opening of ARU 18. Recirculation fan
10, due to negative pressure in zone 3, also creates neg-
ative pressure in zone 5 whereby air is sucked from the
working zone inside the painting booth through paint par-
ticle cleaning filters 2. The used air from zone 5 goes
through ARU 25 to zone 3 where it mixes with the fresh
air stream. The mixed stream is then supplied by fan 10
to zone 11, where it is separated into 2 streams. The first
stream, due to pressure of fan 10, goes through filters
24 which can be fitted into holes in partition 21, proceeds
through the air duct to the booth’s body, where, as it pass-
es through filters 2, it is again supplied as a uniform
stream to the whole area of working zone 4 of the booth.
The volume of air creating the second stream is deter-
mined by ARU 12 opening and is regulated by the oper-
ator depending on the amount of excess pressure re-
quired in working zone 4 of the painting booth, i.e. a little
less than the volume of fresh air supplied.
[0048] The second stream containing EFL vapors is
either cleaned of EFL vapors by sorption or burning, or
is directly exhausted to atmosphere.
[0049] The Air Supply Unit to supply and extract air
from the booth (variant 1) works as follows.
[0050] To work in the "Paint" mode, the object to be
painted is placed in body 1 of the paint booth (zone 4).
Intake fan 13 creates negative pressure in zone 14 and
sucks in fresh air which is cleaned of dust by filter 15 and
is then supplied through heater 17 to stream mixing zone
3. The volume of fresh air sucked in is determined by
opening of ARU 18. Recirculation fan 10 creates negative
pressure in zone 5, whereby air is sucked (extracted)
from working zone 4 inside the paint booth by paint par-
ticle filters 2. Then, the air is supplied by fan 10 to zone
11, where it is divided into 2 streams. The first stream,
cleaned by additional filters (if available) or not cleaned,
goes to zone 3 because of pressure of fan 10, where it
is mixed with fresh air also supplied under pressure by
fan 13 and, when passing through filters 2, is again sup-
plied as a uniform stream to the whole area of working
zone 4 of the booth. The volume of air creating the second
stream which is exhausted into the cleaning device or
atmosphere is determined by ARU 12 opening and is
regulated by the operator dependending on how much
excess pressure is required in working zone 4 of the
painting booth, i.e. a little less than the volume of fresh
air supplied.
[0051] The Air Supply Unit to supply and extract air
from the booth (variant 2) works as follows.
[0052] To work in the "Paint" mode, the object to be
painted is placed in body 1 of the paint booth (zone 4).
Both recirculation 10 and intake 13 fans start working
simultaneously when ASU is turned on. Some finely dis-
persed paint particles and EFL vapors, which are trapped
in the air stream, are formed in zone 4 when the object
is painted. The air stream, due to negative pressure cre-
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ated by fan 10, goes through bottom filters 2 of the booth’s
body, where paint particles are partially arrested, and
then part of the air stream containing EFL vapors and
finely dispersed dry paint particles is extracted through
ARU 12 to be cleaned and/or exhausted to atmosphere,
while the main air stream goes to fine cleaning filters 24
where additional extraction of finely dispersed paint par-
ticles from the return air stream is carried out, and then
mixes with fresh external air in zone 3, which leads to a
decreased EFL vapor concentration, and finally is further
cleaned of dust and paint in upper filters 2. After the filters,
the uniform mixed air stream is again supplied to the
whole area of working zone 4.
[0053] In said variant, internal partition 21 allows ad-
ditional filters of fine cleaning 24 to be placed in return
air treatment unit, which significantly improves the de-
gree of air cleaning compared with variant 1 and length-
ens the lifetime of upper filters 2 in the painting booth.
[0054] The "Baking" mode (variants 1 and 2) is carried
out as follows: the operator opens by-pass ARU 19 and
closes ARU 12 and 18 after finishing the painting process.
The level of mutual closing of the last two is determined
by necessity to maintain some excess pressure in the
paint booth body. Fan 13 starts to work in recirculation
mode after completing the above steps, sucking air from
zone 5 and supplying it through air heater unit 17 to zone
3, which provides fast air heating to the temperature re-
quired.
[0055] The Air Supply Unit to supply air to the painting
booth (variant 3) works as follows.
[0056] To work in the "Paint" mode, the object to be
painted is placed in body 1 of the paint booth (zone 4).
The main (recirculation) fan 10 starts working when ASU
is turned on. Fan 10 creates negative pressure in mixing
zone 3 and, through it, in intake unit 9, whereby fresh air
is sucked from atmosphere and is cleaned of dust by filter
15. It then goes through heater unit 17 to stream mixing
zone 3. The volume of fresh air sucked in is determined
by opening of ARU 18. Recirculation fan 10 (through zone
3) also creates negative pressure in zone 5 so that air is
sucked (extracted) from working zone 4 inside the paint-
ing booth through paint particle cleaning filters 2. Used
air goes to zone 3 through air duct 7 and ARU 25, where
it is mixed with a fresh air stream. The stream ratio is
regulated by the degree of mutual opening of ARUs 18
and 25. Then, the mixed air stream is supplied by fan 10
to zone 11, where it is separated into 2 streams. The first
stream, due to pressure of fan 10, passes through filters
24 installed in partition 21 and goes to zone 23, then,
through air duct 6, to zone 20 of the booth, where, after
passing through cleaning filters 2 under pressure of fan
10, it is again supplied as a uniform stream to the whole
area of working zone 4 of the booth. The volume of air
creating the second stream is determined by ARU 12
opening and is regulated by the operator depending on
the amount of excess pressure required in working zone
4 of the painting booth, i.e. a little less than the volume
of fresh air supplied.

[0057] The "Baking" mode goes as follows: the oper-
ator opens by-pass ARU 19 and closes ARUs 12 and 18
after finishing the painting process. The level of mutual
closing of the last two is determined by necessity to main-
tain some excess pressure in the paint booth body. ARU
25 is partly closed to increase the volume of air going
through the air heater. Fan 10 starts operating in a full
recirculating mode after completing the above steps: it
sucks air from zone 5 and supplies it through air heater
unit 17 to zone 4 of the booth, which provides fast air
heating to the temperature required.

Industrial Applicability

[0058] Application of the group of innovations pro-
posed leads to:

a) lower investment costs because of a simplified
engineering design of the air units;
b) improvement of exploitation properties because
of a lower energy consumption when moving and
heating the air;
c) improved ecological properties because less at-
mospheric air is consumed and its subsequent com-
plete cleaning before exhaust to atmosphere is fa-
cilitated.

Cited documents (see page 1)

[0059]

[1] - USA patent US5395285, B05B15/12,
1995-03-07.
[2] - German patent DE3408087, B05B15/12,
1985-09-05.

Claims

1. The method of paint booth air feeding to paint with
liquid paints, characterized in that the air is fed from
atmosphere and exhausted to atmosphere by
means of an air supply unit, differs in that a closed
air stream is created inside the painting booth and
air supply unit, wherein said stream, after passing
through the painting zone is divided into two streams,
the first returning to the painting booth either with or
without filter cleaning, while the second stream, con-
taining vapors of flammable liquids, is extracted to
atmosphere, simultaneously, additional air is taken
from atmosphere, mixed with said return air and sup-
plied to the painting zone of the paint booth.

2. The method of paint booth air feeding to paint with
liquid paints, characterized in that the air is fed from
atmosphere and extracted to atmosphere by means
of an air supply unit, differs in that a closed air stream
is created inside the painting booth and air supply
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unit, wherein said stream, after passing through the
painting zone, is mixed with additional air taken from
atmosphere and then divided into two streams, the
first returning to the painting booth either with or with-
out filter cleaning, the second stream, containing va-
pors of flammable liquids, being extracted to atmos-
phere.

3. The method, according to claims 1 and 2, charac-
terized in that the second air stream with vapors of
flammable liquid is either cleaned of said vapors by
sorption or burning, or directly exhausted to atmos-
phere.

4. The Air Supply Unit to feed and extract air from the
painting booth which contains a return air treatment
unit and an intake unit connected, air ducts, an air
regulation unit to extract air, an air regulation unit to
take in fresh air, recirculation and intake fans, char-
acterized in that it has a zone to mix the return air
stream and fresh air which is connected with the paint
booth and is located either in the painting booth be-
tween the return air treatment unit and intake unit,
or above the return air treatment unit and intake unit.

5. The Air Supply Unit to feed and extract air from the
painting booth which contains a return air treatment
unit and an intake unit connected, air ducts, an air
regulation unit to extract air, an air regulation unit to
take in fresh air, recirculation and intake fans, char-
acterized in that it has a zone to mix the return air
stream and fresh air which is connected with the paint
booth and is located either in the painting booth be-
tween the return air treatment unit and the intake
unit, or above the return air treatment unit and the
intake unit, as well as a partition to divide the internal
volume of the return air treatment unit into zones
located in the return air treatment unit and configured
as two connected parts, the lower being made air
proof, the upper having holes for return air.

6. The Air Supply Unit, according to Claim 5, charac-
terized in that a partition to divide the internal vol-
ume of the return air treatment unit into zones creates
a suction zone, a pressure zone and a zone of either
cleaning or recirculation, connected with the air
stream mixing zone.

7. The Air Supply Unit to feed and extract air from the
painting booth which contains a return air treatment
unit and an intake unit connected, air ducts, an air
regulation unit to extract air, an air regulation unit to
take in fresh air, a recirculation fan, characterized
in that it has a zone to mix the return air stream and
fresh air located inside the internal volume of the
return air treatment unit and a partition to divide the
internal volume of the return air treatment unit into
zones located in the return air treatment unit and

configured as two connected parts, the lower being
air proof, and the upper having holes for return air.

8. The Air Supply Unit, according to Claim 7, charac-
terized in that a partition to divide the internal vol-
ume of the return air treatment unit into zones creates
a suction and air stream mixing zone connected with
the intake unit, a pressure zone, and a zone of either
cleaning or recirculation connected with the paint
booth.

9. The Air Supply Unit, according to Claim 7, charac-
terized in that it has a by-pass air regulation unit
fitted in the air stream mixing zone.
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